Rebecca Walker, Stay-at-home Mother

Derek Rae, Artist

scott williams, security officer

Please don't destroy valuable research.

Have the debate! Destruction don't help!

Tony Terry, Teacher

Eli Velichkova, software developer

We can't stand in the way of progress simply because some people
automatically think GM is dangerous, let's do the test and then find
out!

Without a rational approach to new ideas what we are left with is
superstition and fear of the unknown

Don't let ignorance destroy the the human progress

Adam Leyland, Designer

Take The Flour Back's arguments are inconsistent and they seem to be
uninterested in discussion and dialogue. Violent, knee-jerk response to Heather, Cashier
scientific inquisition has long been the pursuit of flat-earthers and
Because it holds to key to protecting our future.
book-burners and Take Back The Flour seem determined to carry on
the tradition.

With GM research we can feed the starving. It's that simple. I support
progress.

Rebecca Jones, Insurance Broker

Matthew Ness, Painter and Decorator

Scientific research, carried out responsibly is the key to solving many of
Ren Zelen, Editor
the problems we face. Protest such as these do no one any favours.
There are many challenges facing us in the future. We need to find
ways of feeding a growing population and keeping them healthy and
Stuart Willoughby, IT Professional
we must find ways to conserve our limited resources. Scientific
Scientific research is essential if the human race is to meet the food
research is the best way to find solutions.
demands of an ever growing population. By destroying research the
protesters are taking a unilateral decision to deny future generations
Simon Howell, Electrical Engineer
the potential benefits of GM crops. In a democratic country, I do not
believe a small group of people have the right to impose their decision To have any hope of feeding the world population we need to be able
to increase crop yields without having them eaten by pests. Spraying
on others in this way.
with toxic chemicals is not a long-term solution.

Ulrike, Researcher
Louise Jones, Lecturer

Joshua Price, Student
Better to listen to reason than scaremongering.

Robo, Filmmaker
Research is how we find out about the world & if possible, improve it.

Ben Lidgate, Butcher
It appears to me that the researchers and the campaigners want the
same thing, they should helping each other not fighting each other.

Natasha Fisher, Housing Officer
Scientific research is the only way we progress as a species. Regardless
of whether you will like the answer or not questions should be asked,
explored, researched & concluded. Those experiments conducted
ethically with care for the surrounding environment as would appear to
be the case here should continue.

Nikki Syvret, Midwife

The Rothamsted Research is to help us feed our world; why would you
This research could lead to the reduction of chemical insecticide use
want to attack that?
Bob Arthur, Software Developer
and a more sustainable agriculture, something that is of vital
importance for the 21st century and beyond. Destroying this field trial Science is too important to be derailed by fear and ignorance.
is effectively destroying the potential to help protect our environment
Linda Allard, Accountant
in years to come.
Jamie McClelland, research scientist
The more information we have, the better decision-making should be.
scientific research is the only way we can better understand the world,
and hence look after it. trying to impose (misinformed) views on others
Alan Marchant, University Lecturer
Progress needs to be made via reasoned debate rather than by taking by forcefully destroying publicly funded research will never bring about Helen O'Hara, Journalist
progress
We shouldn't let kneejerk ignorance of any kind derail science, whether
draconian steps such as destroying field trials.
that's religious or supposedly environmental. We need to find ways to
feed the planet (alongside, of course, finding ways to live sustainably as
Tom Carter, Postgraduate Student
James Bamber, Student
a species).
GM crops will help feed the world. The population is still growing and Because the scientists involved have taken extensive precautions to
cover the concerns of the protesters. They should not hysterically
there are food shortages as it is!
destroy scientific progress.

Patrick McCann, Software Developer
It's the only mechanism we have to learn about the world around us
and find solutions to various challenges facing us.

Paul Browne, Research Officer
Scientific research has enriched all our lives immeasurably, and if we
are to ensure the future prosperity -and perhaps even survival - of
people around the world we need to continue to invest in it and to
allow scientists the freedom to pursue the aquisition of knowledge.
Attempts to suppress scientific research, whether it is through damage
to research projects or harassment of scientists, should not and must
not be tolerated in a democratic society.

Miriam Gifford, Researcher

Owain Thomas, Writer

Tox McCreedy , Baker

Kevin Furlong, Traffic Controller
Ignorance is not a defence.

Eamonn Doherty , unemployed
The people protesting against GM research need to be honest with
themselves about why they are doing so. Is it a genuine well informed
concern or a neo-luddite knee jerk reaction? Debate and education will
solve more problems than mindless destruction.

Gary Hartley, Writer

There's far too much knee-jerk idiocy in the world - which
On the world's current course we need new strategies to conserve the
invariably leads to knee-jerk 'answers' that aren't really
environment and achieve food security. Presumably the protesters
answers at all.
want this too, and the research is part of that.

Daniel Pearsall, Company Director

Dawn Cochrane, Admin worker

To safeguard progress in food production and environmental
protection, essential to sustain the human race.

We need proper research to understand the complex natural
interactions that happen in nature. Also to work with nature we are
destroying many valuable insects like bees with the pesticides we use
to protect our crops a more natural method like using plant
pheromones must be preferable to that.
.

David McGurk, Chartered Accountant
Scientific advancement has dramatically increased the availability of
foods across the world - enabling increasing populations to be fed.

Ian Onions, Retail
Every time a sperm meets an ovum and shuffles the codes, gm
happens.

Neil, IT
It's like the luddites all over again

Bart Coenen, Editor in chief

Jo Johnston, retired teacher

Where would we be if people had always stopped all kinds of scientific
research that might have been a little bit controversial at the time?

Richard Moon, Solicitor
GM opponents say the technology is untested - but at the same time
oppose testing it. They would have a lot more credibility if they
engaged with the debate. Name-calling ('frankenstein food', 'mutant'
wheat etc) is just silly.

Susan Morey, Housewife
Where would we be if we had fought scientific research in the past? It
really shouldn't need saying - but please don't destroy this research.

Ãrvar Arnarson, Baker/pastry chef
David Brightman, Farmer
Scientific Research is the only way to solve the problems we face.

Chris Lea, Painter
We need to find an agricultural model which addresses global food
needs and also protects the environment. This research might hold a
key to such a path.

Quentin Bryar, Journalist and musician
John Pickett is a hero.

Opposition to this kind of research is irrational. The part of the
environmental movement which opposes gmo research must reflect
Tom Donald, Artist
closely about its responsibility if it doesn't want to end up on the wrong These rich well fed people are attacking the science required by the
side of history.
poorest people in the world to feed themselves. Unbelievably SELFISH

Public support for
Rothamsted Research scientists

Looking to the future, scientific research is vital to support the well
being of populations across the globe

David Terry, Undergraduate Chemistry Student Tina Kyndt, Researcher
An ugly truth is better than a beautiful lie.

Scientific progress should be stimulated, not destroyed. Only by
examining all options we can find the best solutions.

Paul Garraway, Driving Instructor

Through scientific endeavours the world can move forward. Ignorance James Hart, Unemployed
advances nothing.
This research could potentially save millions of lives, due to less t
whether it works or not, and will inevitably improve upon it.

Stephen Bull, Film Editor
Ignorance only exacerbates fear.

A Roberts, Writer

Alice Haigh, Student

The campaigners and the scientists seem to be basically on the same
wavelength. Surely, rather than destroy the research, it is better to
work together to ensure that the research is carried out properly and
thus contributes towards the betterment of everyone.

The main reason for the research is to better our current situation.
Destroying it because of fear and ignorance of GM is a backward
approach to saving the planet - no matter how good the intentions may
be
Frank

Wall, unemployed

Without scientific research we are unable to advance our knowledge,
Anthony Compson, Seed Broker
including knowledge about how to cure illnesses, to make food
GM food has been produced and consumed for years. If we are to feed available to those who lack it (via genetic engineering which allows
our vast global increase in population, GM is the most efficient and safe more food to be grown), and learn about the universe in which we live.
method to use. Talk to the Rothamsted people do not destroy the trials.

Richard Tifin, Economist

Alexander Stevenson, Writer

as well as ignorant.

Simon Parkyn, Web Developer

Humanity would not be where it is today without scientific enquiry. We
should always take safety precautions, but a knee-jerk response born of
fear will only hold the human race back.

Ben Lidgate, Butcher
It appears to me that the researchers and the campaigners want the
same thing, they should helping each other not fighting each other.

Maria Baggaley, Mum
Nathan Dummett, actor
Tox McCreedy , Baker
Kevin Furlong, Traffic Controller
Ignorance is not a defence.

Don’t destroy research
Add your support to an appeal from scientists at the publicly
funded Rothamsted Research.

ignorant and brutish to use physical destruction on something so wholly Heidi Cautrell, Computer Programmer
undeserving of violence; if you talk to the scientists in question, they
Scientific Research is important, it improves lives as it advances.
may be able to allay your fears. They certainly removed mine.

Russell Parker, Assistant Video Editor
Luke Surl, Researcher

It is to science that we owe much of our health and prosperity. Research Sergio Robles, Math and Science Teacher
into the unknown is what drives humanity forward, and to destroy it is
Because it is the best way to find the truth about many matters that
an attack against us all.
concern us in this world, one of them being how to feeding a growing
population without destroying the environment.

Steve Forden, PhD Researcher

Wanton destruction must never be able to trump evidence based
research.

Michael J Maresca, Physician
Science has given Man the ability to understand or universe and vastly
improve the human condition.

Taylor, Biochemistry graduate student
Mark Hammonds, nurse Paul
The safety of GM crops can only be established by this sort of important
Destroying the research on ideological grounds is wrong, and
There
forwork.
this
kind of dialogue.
Rothamsted is a historical
site beingis
oneno
of thesubstitute
pioneers of agricultural
should be punished. I hope you can protect your work for long enough
Kate Merritt, PhD student

research, and it also bears a personal relevance as it revealed the
that it won't have been in vain.
wonder in science to me and ultimately shaped my future decision to
Without scientific research, we are at risk of allowing the anti-science become a scientist myself. My mother worked at Rothamsted for 25
Julio J Morera, Pool Cleaning Service
movement to destroy scientific progress with their irrational fear of
years, and it kindly opened its doors to me by way of a summer
change and the things they've not bothered to understand.
research experience placement, giving me my first taste of science
Let the science continue! This research aims to reduce the
which I will never forget. Rothamsted is a kind and timid research
environmental impact of agriculture on a world with ever-increasing
facility,
untainted
by
commercial
drives
but
instead
showing
a
genuine
demands for food. Just because GMOs are not natural" doesn't mean
Brian, Director
curiosity about nature around us. To chose to attack Rothamsted in the they are automatically harmful! The potential benefits of GMOs are
Because not to do so ultimately places humanity at risk of returning to
face of the many multinational corporations that now flood our
enormous, and if anything, we should all be working together to ensure
dark ages in relation to food poverty and ignorance.
everyday lives is truly shocking. GM crops could significantly help poorer that genetic modification is done safely and responsibly. If you are
communities both here and in the developing world, and I cannot
concerned that Rothamsted will pull a Monsanto, then fight the system
Mark Scorah, Engineer
believe that people would want to halt such research and rip these
that allows for such exploitation! Don't destroy the science that can
Everyone benefits from data gathered from research, even from GM
opportunities from the hands of people who need them most.
benefit millions of people around the world! Destroying these crops is a
crops which won't be entering the food chain anyway.
backwards and profoundly ignorant thing to do.“

Louise Ward, Student - plasma physics

Martin Harvey, ecologist
I'm concerned about potential dangers with GM, but the only
way to find out the truth is through research - destroying
Preston McDonald, Student
research leaves us all in the dark.
Alison Twelvetrees, Researcher
The problems of this century are going to be some of the most difficult
Science is vital

Oliver Keane, Student
The work done by GM crop scientists is a vital part of moving towards a
more environmentally-friendly mode of agriculture, as well as helping
mankind survive the effects of climate change.

and complex that humans have ever faced in their quarter-million year Martin Jones, Software Product Manager
tenure on this planet. Even if the results of the Rothamsted are
Without better ways of producing food, in the long run billions may
uncertain, one thing is: we will not solve the problems bearing down on starve. Opposition to GM technology is really misguided and borders on
us by abandoning science.
a serious danger to humankind.

Tim Hubbatd, Sys Admin

Dave, IT Administrator

Science is the only tool we have that can reliably make sense and create Why do this? Why violently denounce this part of scientific progress
understanding of the universe. To paraphrase Carl Sagan: It is a candle while embracing other parts, like antibiotics, nylon, rayon, the internal
against the darkness of our demon-haunted world.
combustion engine, nutrition, airbags, superglue, toothpaste,
computers, GPS, phones and hair gel, just to name a few.

Janis Rudzitis, Designer
It's just common sense.

Jim Kent, Retired teacher (biology)

Christopher Maslen, 3D Artist
Scientific research like this is what is going to bring humanity through
the problems of the 21st century. Impeding this process because of
ignorance should be prevented at all costs.

Martin Binfield, Self Employed
Scientific research has improved our lives immeasurably. Long may it
continue.

Bob Blaskiewicz, College Professor
We need to be a little bit better than the people who burn witches.

Andrew Gosling, Student
People should stop opposing science that has good and proper safe
guards around it and start opposing blind ignorance

Jenny Emmers, mum of three
I find it hard to follow what is likely to be useful for the future but I
don't think I'll have any chance if people destroy the research that’s
supposed to tell us.

Blind opposition to genetic modification is senseless: some concepts are Meghan Palin, Security
potentially environmentally disastrous but others carry less
Scientific research is progress on all levels.
environmental risk. Making wheat repel aphids would have little effect
on other organisms, apart from those that feed on wheat aphids.
Rosemary Redfield, Professor of Zoology
Conferring herbicide resistance on wheat means more herbicide will be
The alternative is ignorance.
used to kill weeds competing with the crop which will affect any animals
that depend on them. Field trials are essential to show the aphid
repellant works safely to reduce crop losses so that the growing human Nathan Hevenstone, Student
population can be fed with less wasted.
This is research into growing sustainable food in order to feed the
world. Are these activists" kidding? Their ideals are more important
than feeding the hungry?
Ross McLaren, Scientist and Editor
Sorry, but that's crap. This stuff is important. Leave it alone.“
As someone else has said, destroying scientific research is no different
than burning books and taking humanity back to the dark ages and
Kendall, Thompson
defending science is a subject that i'm sure many scientists and
members of the public would speak passionately about - I know I would. The science behind GMOs isn't understood by the public and the words
I think just as important in this case are the potential lives that could be genetically modified" are now notorious.
lost. Killing a crop or research into a crop that has the potential to
Scientific research is the basis of all discoveries.
survive in tougher conditions and go on to feed posssibly millions of
(I have very limited time so i have to cut this short)“
people that would have otherwise struggled to eat is inhumane. It is no
different in my opinion than destroying a drug that treats cancer, or
Bart Janssen, Scientist
cures aids and for what? To prevent the genetic modification of a crop
Without the knowledge gained by scientific experimentation there will
that only exists through thousands of years of genetic modification and
never be the progress needed to feed the world without destroying the
with no evidence to support a claim that it's dangerous.
environment.

Jonathan Lee, technician
nor bad. Each new application must be studied
This is no better than nazi book burnings, you can't threaten to best
someoneon
up or a
break
their things
you can'tbasis.
win with reason.
case
byifcase
Destroying these crops is absurd.
Josh, Richards
GM Is neither good
Ophelia Benson, writer
Research that improves crop yields is obviously useful, and mindless
opposition is obviously destructive.

Barry Ingham , Clinical Psychologist
Safeguard development of all new knowledge.

Amber Kost, Botanist
Science rules!

Fevziye Hasan, Undergraduate, BSc Ecology

Michael R Haubrich, Customer Service Rep
The world needs science to explore ways to protect our food crops as
more people need food than ever before. Destroying these crops is a
nasty thing to do to people who want food.

How can anybody know the effects the GM wheat will have on the
environment if the science has not been done to show conclusive
John C. Eastman II, Retired
Destroying research that could benefit everyone is an ignorant, arrogant
evidence and results, and just assumptions on GMO's unnatural place in
and self-righteous action. The protesters should fight the principles of
To stop these dodos from scaring people and see the benefit of the
the natural environment.
GM democratically if they feel the need to, not revert to acts of
scientific method.
vandalism simply because the majority don't agree with them.

Colin Henderson, Student

Fraser Hartley, Post-Graduate Student

Chris Ferguson, video producer
Because
I want my Grandchildren to have one less
Pete Sharkey, Retired
David Bauer, Programmer
The human
race has
been around long enough to have grown out of
thing to
worry
about.
Science is the only way we can feed the growing population of the
superstition.

I see a future where due to the need to feed a rising population, our
remaing grasslands and forests will be converted to croplands. By using
Simon Browne, Product Manager
scientific research, including research on GMOs, to increase yield of
staple crops, it will help us avoid this future.
Science removes the ambiguity from emotional positions and reveals

world. All progress in standard of living has come through science.

Tanki John-san, Instructor

world's poor.
seem to forget that every time they put food on their table, turn on
their TV, drive their car or use their mobile phone, it is as the result of
It is ridiculous to reject the technology without obtaining and
scientific research. Wheat is an extremely important crop world wide,
interpreting the data necessary to make informed decisions. However, Lisa Knobel, Website Designer
but GM wheat has not been available and so farmers have not
it is unlikely that appeal to reason will alter the behavior of these
Basic research like this has the possibility to save lives around the world.
benefited from the yield increases of other GM crops.
protesters. The crime has apparenty been announced in advance - now Access to reliable crops for starving people is crucial. Poor people
it should be prevented.
barely have the means to purchase the seed, let alone the fertilizers,
Michael Habib, Assistant Professor
pesticides and other stuff needed to grow these highly specialized
crops. Genetic research like this can help poor people around the world Ignorance does not solve problems. Even if there are concerns about
Mikayla Rogers, Student
become self sufficient. It could change their lives forever.
how knowledge might be used, not having that knowledge at all does no
Scientific research is how our society moves forward! No one should be
one any good.
trying to destroy progress.

Scott M. Myers, Physician

Cori Zimmer, Biology Student
.

Gary Patterson, Consultant

Andy Extance, writer
Thomas R. DeGregori, Development Economist
Science/scientific research isneeded as a continuing problem solving
I
don't
know
whether
GM
is
good
orthatbad,
but
If weMy
process
makes the
worldIa want
better placeto.
for everyone.
Andre Gauvin, Student
profession as a development economist is to use science to address
We've beendestroy
genetically modifying
organisms
for
thousands
of
years
the experiment, how will
know?
issueswe
of hunger
and poverty.
now. That the method is now different doesn't make it suddenly wrong.
Knowledge > vandalism.

James Russell, Carpenter
I might be nice if fewer children died from malnutrition, don't you
think? Or is starvation okay because it's NATURAL?

The public needs to understand that information generated by scientific
research is necessary for improvements in every facet of life.

The scientific method isn't perfect, but it's the best we have.

David Sutherland, Artist
Science is a vital component to social justice. We need to put away the
pitchforks and open our minds to science!

Dr. B. Fakrudin, Associate Professor

Colin Rose, Civil Servant

This is true and environment friendly

Without science and ongoing scientific research, almost none of us
would be here to protest or debate about anything - simple common
sense says we should think before we act!

Mark Juers, Steelworker/Student
The pursuit of knowledge benefits everyone at every level of society.

Shelly Nolin, Research Technician

Aoife McGuirk, nutritionist

Karl Haro von Mogel, Ph.D. Candidate in Plant
Genetics

Peter Lucey, tech supprt manager
to feed the world and help understand to how increase food production
safely. To help the Third World grow

Defending important scientific research is defending the worthy pursuit Robert Johnson, University Instructor
of knowledge. This wheat experiment and many others like it are
Evidence based decision making is the only viable, productive path
important not only because of the crucial knowledge we may gain as a
forward for us all, no matter what profession or theatre we are
society, but also because of the potential to serve the greater good in
operating within.
Hadley Jolley, Biology Major
an increasingly important field (literally) - of food. I stand with the
Anti-GM activists take what are reasonable doubts about some GM
researchers working on this experiment, and if I was on the other side
goals (e.g., pesticide-resistance that just encourages overuse of
of the Atlantic, I would personally block the path of would-be vandals Selim Cetiner, Professor
dangerous chemicals, issues with patenting biological organisms) and who wish to prevent an inconvenient truth from being discovered at the Scientific research is indispensable for getting
uses them to smear the whole field as dangerous and unnatural, even site. That truth is that maybe genetic engineering in agriculture can be at the truth
though GM crops (and animals and bacteria) can do amazing things. In used for good - which is an idea that they cannot tolerate. Enemies of
fact, this research aims to decrease the need for pesticides at all, by
truth must never prevail.
MC Black , Retired teacher
using a repellent!
If this test is destroyed, nobody will know if the experimental crop had
Marcus Kessler, student (bioinformatics)
achieved the desired properties.
Daniel Horadam, Mathematician
Destroying research that may feed people and reduce the amount of
It's essential that scientists be able to conduct their research unimpeded pesticides used is anti-human, and anti-environmental. Do not believe Ian M Phillips, Retired
by ideological vandals. These people have decided that GM is forever these ideologues who pretend to be green", but neither know nor care
Science is the way we understand the world. If we don't carry out
evil and refuse to allow scientists to figure out how to make it better
about the actual environmental cost of their actions.“
scientific research we are left with superstition and ignorance
and safer. This is closed-minded, antithetical to reason, and stands in
the way of human progress.
Dr.N.Chandrasekhara Rao, Associate Professor

Seth Warrick, Student

Only when you understand a problem can you fix it.

Peter Lilley, MP for Hitchin and Harpenden
Genuine environmentalists should welcome the development of plants
which can resist insect damage without use of artificial pesticides.

David Mohre, Jr, Engineer
This is beneficial research. This has the potential to assist billions of
folks living in poverty by providing increased food yield with less
adverse impact due to the use of pesticides.

Because millions of people will starve otherwise.

Rob Hayward, Unemployed

Nicole Davis, Claims Representative

Research should allow us as a society to make informed decisions. It
may be that we decide GM wheat should not be grown by farmers, or
that a particular strain is disruptive to the ecological balance, the only
way we can make that decision is by doing research such as this.

Nothing has been naturally occurring" since man began irrigating the
first of their agriculture. Prove it's harmful, woo-meisters, then we'll talk
about not manufacturing easier crops. “

Mark Tinsley, farmer
GM
is a totechnology
that has enormous
potential
We need
to innovate
move forward
Tim Daw,
Farmer to be
I
prefer
the
use
of science
than superstition to feed the world,
helpful.
It has
to be seen as one ofandaattacks
package
ofrather
breeding
Margaret
Durnett,
Student
on responsible scientific research are an attack on reason
Because
its necessary
and logic.
techniques
rather than simply in isolation.
Controlled GM
Fellous
Marc, Professor
Research
in theBiology
UK is essential. Elissa Fazio, entrepeneur
C Prakash, Professor

Graham Kett, Project engineer
Scientific progress should not be held to ransom by under informed
people threatening criminal action

Patrick Maloney, Logistics Manager

We need scientific research like this to investigate ways of increasing
yields through all means, not just using artificial fertilisers and
Scientific research is the only way to find out how things really work in
pesticides.
the world. No other method of investigation is self-correcting.
In our over-crowded world, we cannot afford to have the blinkered
Thomas, Graduate Researcher, Plant Pathology
opinions of the few jepordising the great research being done by
Science must never bow to the whims of the ignorant. Stay strong, we in C Kameswara Rao, Executive Secretary, FBAE
scientists like these.
the scientific community support this research as an important
Science research is aimed at improving the quality of life.
endevour into understanding the world in which we live in. We also
rob smith, research fellow
recognize that although misconceptions and fear abound within this
Phil Wall, accountant
topic, in the case of genetic engineering the science is well understood,
Ignorance is not preferable to knowledge. Wasting time, effort, money
This particular research its needed to reduce toxins in the environment.
safe, and highly regulated.
and intelligence is not preferable to using them wisely.
Wheat its already grown. What do the protestors think is going to
This research could help millions. For someone to destroy it because of
happen when we have a different variety?
their own, unfounded fears is the height of egotistical ignorance.
Chris ferguson, Video producer
Liberty of knowledge

Because I want my Grandchildren to have one less thing to worry about. Phil

Mr. Galen Davis, Unemployed former biotech
employee
Science is independent from ideologies. If we want to base our
civilization on reason, we need to defend science!

Fox, physicist

To improve the living conditions of people around the world - now and Caroline Rees, medical writer
into the future.
Scientific research is the only way out of the huge problems mankind
has wrought for itself. Also as a scientist myself I can't see any other
Ted C. MacRae, Senior Research Entomologist logical position to take!

Rebecca Walker, stay-at-home mother
Please don't destroy valuable research.

Benefits of GM crops have been well-documented by volumes of
objective, peer-reviewed research, while significant negative impacts Jonathan Jones, Plant scientist
have yet to be demonstrated after nearly two decades. Perhaps that is
Corissa Zimmer, Biology student
Solutions to the big global problems, such as climate change, and secure
why the anti-GM movement has also become anti-science.
Every scientist should have the right to conduct humane research
and sustainable supplies of food and energy, require more science not
without the threats of terrorists who do not understand what they seek
less. Plus, science is a crucial part of our culture and provides beautiful
Neill Waters, Accountant
to destroy.
insights into nature.
Destroying the field trials is stupid and unjustified. In my teens I bought
into the anti-GM stance, but then I educated myself on the matter. I
Mary Mangan, genomics software trainer
Marina Matveeva, Programmer
suggest the protesters do the same - there are so many other more
I once sat in a room where the stem cell research we needed to do was
We need this research, because not only it drives the science forward,
genuine problems facing society which would benefit from this level of
denied and barred by philosophical objections of the Bush
but it also can help solve the problems of feeding the population.
attention.
administration. I hate to see other scientists subjected to similar
barriers--and in this case even physical threats. It's wrong to interfere
Maurice de Billot, Regulatory Affairs Manager
with this work. I hope the protesters will take a hard look at themselves Giordano, Masini
So that decisions are made based on facts and scientific scrutiny and not
and see if that is the image they want for themselves: opponents of
defend scientific research means defend our own liberty. As simple as on emotion.
scientific research in the mold of the Bush team. I'll bet that would
that.
make them uncomfortable if they really thought it through.

Rob Robinson, research ecologist
I'm not convinced GM crops are a good idea, but without
the evidence how can we tell?
Dr Rick Tanner, Physicist

Dr Alexander Burnfield, Consulting Psychiatrist

It is essential that research should be carried out free from vested
I have met people who have been involved in these campaigns. When interests and political and religious tyrrany. To stop scientific
Destroying research is as bad as burning books.
you engage them it is about politics not the environment. It is
investigation is an abuse of power and detrimental to the humanitarian
opposition to big business. Ask them about the benefits and they refuse principles.
to
engage.
They
claim
to
be
defending
the
developing
world,
but
it
keith, sculptor
quickly becomes apparent that they would be happier seeing poor
Scientific research is our best tool for overcoming human ignorance and
people dying from starvation or pesticide use than see Monsanto make
inadequacy. All crop development and animal breeding from time
a profit.

Jez MacDonald, Web Developer

Tania Browne, Chef

Prof J. P. Bolam, Neuroscientist

This is compulsory? Isn't it obvious that without science we make no
progress in any number of fields such as health, nutrition and
engineering? A move away from science is a move back to the Dark
Ages

Scientific research is the only way progress can be made

Athene Donald, Professor of Physics

Lorraine Payne, Tutor
Progress can never be made by assumption. Science has never been so
vital and ignorance must not win.

Scientific research is vital to our future.

Adam Cleary, Analyst
Environmentalism has become a dangerous dogma that asserts its right
to coerce others through violence. We cannot accept this.

Dr Jonathan McKenna, Business Consultant

Science is unequivocally a force for human progress... particularly
Tom Gillibrand, engineer
against the forces of irrationality, superstition, prejudice and
Ben Hunt, Engineer
selfishness (forces that often drive those who oppose science).
Ignorance
can neverbut
be the way
forward. support the right
I'm not a huge fan of GM
crops,
totally
Elizabeth Hart, Early
Practitionerto study them, and not have their work
ofYears
researchers
Andrew Barr, Farmer
Alan Spedding, Editor
The point of GM crops is to produce basic food so that people don't
Ecosystems will be destryed and people starve to death if we are not
continue to starve.
We will need
every toolresearch
in the box to feedis
the your
world. never
vandalised. The great thing
about
allowed to continue careful scientific research
sure
where
it
could
lead.
Rebecca Ayres, Student
Jonathan Dore, Editor and Researcher
Destroying research means we will never have the answers. Decisions
should be evidence-based not emotion-based.

A J Stiles, IT tech
How can we possibly know whether or not this is harmful without
experiments? Mutations arise naturally all the time in the wild
anyway...

Prateek Buch, Science communicator

Concerns about the use of GM to create a closed circle of
interdependent products for commercial gain by the likes of Monsanto
are well-founded, but Rothamsted's research is non-commercial and
the results will be publicly available, to the potentially enormous
benefit of people, especially the poorest, around the world. It doesn't
make sense to oppose Rothamsted's work.

Maria Moyses, Editor and Harpenden resident

Richard Girvan, the imaginary desk

This science is important. Those opposing genetic modification seem to
have no concept of what it is. The advancement of science is one of the
most important things that humans are doing right now, and it
shouldn't be stopped -- least of all by people who don't understand it.

Klaas, phd
Because the more we know, the more we can do good

The rational pursuit of scientific knowledge, in the absence of fear and
There is a looming problem with food security. Rothamsted are carrying
prejudice, is what allows our quality of life and with it our society to
Mary Lalevee, Translator
out vital, world class, research that will benefit everyone. There are
progress. It would be a dark day if the threat of violence were to halt
suitable safety measures in place for the wheat trial.
Without scientific research, vital discoveries would never have been
that progress.
made. We need this work to be done, for future vital discoveries to be
possible.

Peter Dickie, farmer

PM Headley,
University
It is difficult
toprofessor
see how we

Ruaraidh Dobson, Researcher

will reduce
costs
and increase
crop
Science is tooproduction
important to be beaten
by misconception
and fear.
Ken Tague, IT Manager
yields without genetic modification. But without any evidence both positive
Millions of people are starving. Resistant crops will save lives in Africa
Michael Fay, Research scientist
and other developing nations. The Africans want these products too.
Matthew
Horner, Data
or negative
weExec
will never know ifThisGM
is isbeneficial.
research
trying to find out how we can feed the world without
We must seek to protect society against those who would stifle
openness and the use of evidence in decision making

For the good of mankind

damaging the environment. Destroying it would harm nature, not help
it.

Neil Perkins, University Professor
Scientific research gives us information and with information we can
make rational decisions (hopefully).

Jenii Lowe, admin
What's the deal here, do they love aphids or something?

Patrick Smith, Music Publishing

Laura Grenville-Briggs, Scientist/University
Lecturer
In order to meet the demands for food for the growing world
population we must explore all avenues of research in crop protection.
Without the vital research at Rothamsted we will never know whether
GM wheat can make a significant contribution to this task. We must be
open to all possibilities and not be blinded by the narrow views of a
few, or the spin placed on scientific results by those in the media who

Life today is defined by the progress we have made yesterday, as
tomorrow's will be defined by today's.

Antonio Konitsiotis, Post Doctoral Research
Associate
Only through scientific research and the advancement of technology
have we been able to treat disease and improve our quality of life. And
only through further scientific progress will we be able to feed starving
populations, treat more deadly diseases and also save the
environment.

James Munro, IT Consultant

We need this research to continue in order to find solutions that help
the human race move forward. As the population grows there will be
an increased strain on our beautiful planet. Research like this is
essential in order to ensure we can mass produce food without
harming the environment.

David Moore, Research Scientist

Ian Woolley, Writer
Scientific research is essential if we are to progress and become
cleaner-living. Raising living standards for ourselves and the natural
world is something to be proud of.

Destroying evidence is not the way. Maybe the protesters should learn
a bit more about this work and they may be less inclined to want to get
rid of it

Helen Armes, Student
We are struggling right now to feed the world's population and the
chemicals and amount of land required are having a devastating impact
on the environment. We need to improve crop yield in order to prevent
mass famine. It needs to be done in a way that uses fewer chemical
pesticides and fertilisers.
I just wish people would take the time to try to actually understand
what is being done here rather than rushing in with torches and
pitchforks.

Nathan Medd, entomologist
I consider myself an avid and active
Matthew Bruce, Web Developer
destroy
the plots at
NigelTo
Hanley,
Civil Servant
All decisions should be evidence based. environmentalist.
Innovation and science are our only hope for the future - the world
Rothamsted would
only
serve
drive
wedge
faces a food
and energy
crisis. to
Reserach
is vital a
to ensure
that we can
Samuel Nunn, Student
solve the problem of shortages. Imagine a variety og sorghum that is
between environmental
and
Research means progress.
locust resistant or acampaigners
variety of rice that requires
onky half the water to
grow.
environmental scientists.

do not fully understand.
Everything that we take for granted in our modern lives has been
improved or invented through science. Take science for granted and we
lose everything.

Dr. Patrick Moore, Engineer

Russell Card, IT Engineer

Simply the best way we have for getting to the truth

Beat Spath, Public Affairs Manager
Vandalism is not an answer. This kind of research is not only important,
but also very strictly regulated.

Dr R C J Carling, Freelance Editor
I have been involved in environmental issues for many years in a
publishing context, and it saddens me that there is so often a knee-jerk
reaction that GMOs are necessarily a bad thing without considering the
potential advantages.

George Freeman, MP
David Avery, IT Operations Manager
Nigel You
Brown,
Professor
of Microbiology
We need discussion not destruction.
can’t
argue
the science is not
Fertilizers have allowed us feed an ever expanding world. If we are to
Only carefully regulated research will tell us whether or not there are
maintain this position , and keep millions from starving to death, we
problems with technologies. If GM (or nanotech, animal testing, etc)
Professor
Jim Al-Khalili
OBE,
Physicist
understood
and
then
destroy trials
intended
to
do
just
that.
must progress in GM. Not doing so will condemn millions to eventual
trials are destroyed they will eventually be done in countries with
We cannot create a better world for our children by deliberately
remaining ignorant. This proposed attack on careful, intelligent
scientific research is an attack on rationality and progress.

Daniel Chamovitz, Professor of Biology

lax/no regulations or done without openness.

Beverley Jones, Librarian
We can do no harm by knowing

Our moral imperative is to assure that our children's children will have
enough food, with less land to grow it and less water to irrigate it. We Andrew Dandilly, Commercial aircraft
need to leave a world where we use less petrochemicals that endanger dispatcher
our water supplies and research like this is of utmost importance.
People need to make evidence based decisions. Right now there are
Opponents are being ethically irresponsible.
far too many people living on the planet for us to feed everyone by
conventional farming methods.

Brian Dolan, Air Traffic Controller
Research leads to knowledge. The results of any particular trail may
Simon Buckmaster, Publishing Editor
back up a theory, or not. Either way, they produce information that can
The research has been successfully conducted in a laboratory. The
lead the way forward to improving the theory. A theory that cannot be
logical next step is in situ growth.
tested is just words.

Ian Blenkharn, Microbiologist

starvation and suffering.

Kirsty Monk, DPhil student
Scientific research is always pushing boundaries and inevitably involves
controversy. No science should be destroyed just for being
controversial.

Nigel Williams, IT Manager
This research will help to support responsible farming without the need
for excessive chemicals. Anyone trying to prevent or destroy this
research cannot be supportive of green farming techniques

Geoff Alan Bradshaw , Research Computer
manager
.

Oliver Childs, science writer
Pat Coates, Retired teacher
Shannon Corcoran
Question, discuss,
debate,, student
challenge research, yes.
destroy
it.future as well as now.
We needBut
to find don't
ways to feed
the world in the

This work offers an invaluable addition to knowledge on effecient and
effective crop production without the terrible additional environmental Robin
burden associated with the management of crop pests using

GM crops are going to be the answer.

Highley, Pathologist
Kate Byrne, Academic research
The
absence
of evidence-based decisions and I don't know whether GMO is a good idea or not. That's why we need
environmentally polluting chemical treatments.
- especially research that is not commercially motivated and
policies has lead to the worst catastrophies that research
where the results will be freely available. The smash the machines"
humankind has ever faced. If the world is to be approach is not a good strategy."
Lucas Black, PostDoc
Environmentalist who are damaging scientific research are doing so out a better place, we must strive to enter the age

Acorns were good until bread was found.“

Harry Perry, Retired

On rare occasions there may be an ethical case for not pursuing a
particular line of scientific research. For example where it can only lead Francis Bacon
to negative consequences for human welfare. This is not one of them.
The opposition to GM is motivated largely by spurious fears.
Dan Reid, PhD

Simon Gardner, Business Owner
It will be a sad day for humanity, when self-important ignorance and
prejudice allied to the desire to destruct overcome the quest for
knowledge, above all when the objective is to ensure food supplies.
As a matter of interest, just who gave you the right to engage in
wanton destruction?

scientists who conducted it are on the same side - both are concerned
about feeding an ever-growing population whilst reducing reducing
damage to our shared planet. Destroying work looking at better ways
to do this won't help reach this shared goal.

Student

Research is critical for expanding knowledge and improving society

Shashi Kiran, Research Student

Matthew Morton, CEO
If scientists would have experiments like this destroyed in the past,
society would not be in the advanced position in which we are today.
The protesters need to see the bigger picture.

Scientific Research and honest enquiry is our only chance at

Natasha Fisher, housing understanding
officer and therefore helping/improving our planet and the life Mark Hayes, Director
that it supports. Any obstruction to an honest scientific endeavor is
Experiments such as those performed at Rothamsted are essential to
Regardless of whether you
will tolike
theto the
answer
or not
questions
tantamount
an assault
potential progress
& development
of
reduce our dependency on artificial pesticides and fertilizers. We need
our knowledge and therefore ability to pursue our collective long term
to feed an ever increasing population while reducing our impact on the
Sarah Coleman,should
University
beResearcher
asked, explored,
researched & concluded. Experiments
sustainability.
environment. We need new ideas and new techniques, such as those
Open and public scientific research is essential for our society.
developed at Rothamsted, to show us the way.
ethically withAlan
careNewman,
... should
continue.
Lenner Vissers, Master conducted
student bioscience engineering
Student
Scientific research is the basis for moving our society ahead. It is and in
Funny enough the people who protest GM are usually the same ones Yan, master student
some form has always been what makes mankind more succesfull.
protesting against the environmental impact of industry. Thus research
we need scientific research, without scientific researh, our science can
has a chance to help their own cause but the frankenstein food/daily
not make progress.
Lieve Gheysen, Porfessor
mail scaremongering has skewed their opinion!
Because scientific research is the only valid method to better
Brian Russell, IT Architect
understand everything and because we urgently need all tools to make Benjamin Cairns, Academic
our agriculture more sustainable
Scientific research is the method we use to establish truths about
reality.
Kieran Lord, Clinical Psychologist in Training
What we do with those truths we trust to democracy.
Setareh Mohammadin, Student
Progress, not emotional reaction.
Without this process we are doomed to superstition and fear.
There are ethical boards that decide whether a project should be
conducted or not. False talks from people who do not know enough
Jonas Van Hove, PhD student
and do not understand what a project is about should not just destroy Luca Federico Fianchini, AG Web-site editor
other people work!
I trust in state independent research.
Because fear (in this case for science) may never rule the world.
I think research must go on, for the mankind future.

Richard Firth-Godbehere, Historian

Les Rose, Clinical research scientist

Too many people jump in with both feet without thinking, energised by Matthew Smoker, Research Assistant
All that we know about the universe we got from science. People with
the anti-science brigade. Their western complacency means they do not The basis of everything that we know about the universe is based on weak arguments oppose knowledge.
have to worry where the next meal is coming from. It is an insult to the careful observation and accurate scientific investigation. Conclusions
hard work of thousands to whom we owe everything.
can be drawn only from real evidence. Scientific reserach is crucial in Astrid Woollard, DPhil student
understanding nature without bias. The future prospect of sustainable
No science, no progress. No progress equals standstill - an option that
farming lies with understaning and working with nature's own genes.
David Peacock, Insight Manager
we can't afford, especially with growing food demand.
How do we progress without evidence if science is not allowed to test?
Sarah
Kendall,
PhD
Student
Science under threat produces bad science.
tom collingburn, data analyst
It's important that research is allowed to be carried out so that science
Science extracts information from nature, this information is shared to
can
move
forward.
This
in
turn
will
improve
society.
Eduardo, marketing
give the human race a greater understanding of the world.
because if we do not make trials, we will never know which way is the
Destruction of this information demonstrates a lack of understanding
Jessica Blair, Post Doctoral Researcher
best
and fundamentally, anti human.

Lesley Springall, business journalist
Good publicly funded research is the only way to benefit all.

Andrei, Government affairs

Manuel Alvarez, Engineer

Vandalism is not a solution. Innovation comes only with research.

Para mejorar la vida de las personas.

So that decisions are made based on facts and scientific scrutiny and
not on emotion.

shortsighted fears do not lead to wanton destruction without reason.
I'm conscious about what I eat...I would prefer it to be plants whose
natural defences have been tweaked to improve their survival rather
than pesticides.“

Ben Wellings, Account Manager

Science is vital to our understanding of the world and the sustainable
Brian Dolan, air traffic controller
use of our resources. This particular trial could dramatically reduce use
Marina Matveeva, Programmer
Djuke Veldhuis, Researcher / Science
of pesticides,
will benefit biodiversity
and reduce
the general
The
results of any particular trial may back
upwhich
a theory,
or not.
Either
We need this research, because not only it drives the science forward,
Communicator
environmental impact of agriculture. Appropriate protection has been
but it also can help solve the problems of feeding the population.
Unfortunately,
has becomeinformation
a dirty word and we must
work can
introduced
preventway
the spread
of pollen fromto
the test site to
way,
theyGMO"
produce
that
leadto the
forward
together to improve people's understanding of the implications and
neighbouring fields.
Maurice de Billot, Regulatory Affairs Managerimproving
aims of the research
taking
place at Rothamsted. I really hope that such
the
theory.

Dr Alexander Burnfield, Consulting Psychiatrist

It is essential that research should be carried out free from vested
Tony Jebson, Processor Designer
interests and political and religious tyrrany. To stop scientific
investigation is an abuse of power and detrimental to the humanitarian Science provides our best tools to improves people's lives, whether
principles.
through better medicine, better understanding of the climate, lowcarbon energy or - in this case - more environmentally friendly
agriculture.
Steve Renals, Professor
Almost everything we eat today is the result of genetic modification
Open scientific research is the way we can progress as a society, and
and wheat is a classic example, with some 11,000 years worth of
the way we find out things. It works better than prejudice. In this case
modification.
the stakes are very high - ultimately feeding the world's population.

Kate Byrne, researcher
Coleman,
Biology
I don't know whether GMO is aAlex
good
idea or
not.Student
Dan, scientist
Scientific research powers progress and development of the human
It is vital for
world
security
that
we
are
able
to
explore
ALL
ways
of
That's why we need research - especially
race. So an attack onresearch
science is an attack on our progress.
improving and protecting our vital crops.
that is not commercially motivated
and
where
the
Gilbert Roberts, Lecturer
Matt Hutchings, Scientist
I
support
research
that
should
help
reduce damaging pesticide use
results will be freely available.
Nicholas Wright, Doctor

Dr Michael Ward, Data modeller

This research has the potential to help people. Any new advance carries
Blanket opposition to genetic engineering (because of concerns about
risks as well as benefits - that does not mean we should not allow any
possible uses of the science or possible dangers) is as irrational as
advances at all. Millions of lives can be saved by new technologies, but
blanket opposition to electrical engineering (which *can* be used to
only if we are allowed to develop them.
make fuses for cluster bombs and *may* - though almost certainly
doesn't - expose us to certain radiation hazards we have yet to
Carel du Marchie Sarvaas, Director
discover).
1. Because science is progress - and progress is the essence of the
Appropriate use of GM could usher in a green" revolution in
human nature.
agricultural and industrial production. By all means object to
2. To help develop better plants that will help to feed the world and
inappropriate uses of this technology, but please allow the science to
minimise human's impact on the environment.
progress.“
Michael Heap, Psychologist
Scientific research is essential for improving the long-term welfare of Cathy Garcia, Medical writer
humankind.
We must try and live life based on the evidence, not based on ignorant
obscurantism.

Iris Oren, Research Fellow

If a child is afraid of the dark, the child's parents will turn on the light,
show the child that there is nothing to fear and explain why he/she
should not fear the unknown.
There are unknowns in science, but they should not be feared. The aim
of science is to understand those unknowns.
Please speak to the scientists and learn what it is that you are fearful of
and learn about the measures they have put in place to ensure that
their experiments are safe.

Odysseus Galanis, Seismologist
To retain the standard of living that makes things like misguided
protests possible.

Diana Probst, Artist
A climate of fear should not be allowed to poison attempts to improve
the world. These findings could greatly enhance the health of farming
ecosystems; they should not be destroyed because of fears against the
realisation of which precautions have been taken.

Andrew Mills, Retired Lecturer
The alternative is a form of environmental Luddism, Understandable
but misguided

Petr Lukik,
gardener
Helen Playford, PhD Researcher
TheDon't
destructionDestroy
of scientific research
is the destruction of years of hard
Simply:
Research.
work, passion, education and potential, and why? Because of a knee-

Anthony Hallam, PhD student researching
Luke Bosman, teacher
invasive ecology

Maurice Moloney, Professor and Director

We owe
our health,
prosperitycondone
and even our survival
I disagree with GM food /but/
would
never
theas a species to
science. To suppress the acquisition of scientific knowledge is a move
back to the who
dark ages.refuse
We live in anto
enlightened,
destruction of research by people
enterdemocratic
into and free
society. Suppression of science on ideological grounds is an attack on
the
values
that
we
cherish
meaningful dialogue with the researchers.

Science is an enterprise facilitating innovation and progression, ideally
for the benefit of both humanity and the environment. Destruction of
experiments which may be of future benefit - particularly those which
are subject to strict well control and regulation - serves no purpose
other than to potentially inhibit future research, thereby impacting
humanity and the environment.

David Adams, Professor of Medicine

Jesper Garland, Postdoctoral research Fellow
In a world with an already unsupportable population which is growing

jerk reaction to an unfamiliar technology...
Protests are one thing - vandalism another. All rational people should
stand up for science.

Jonas Kathage, PhD student
Dislike does not justify destruction.

Claire Eckley, Farmer
Because we might find out something good and useful and save some
lives!

Felicity Hansen, Retired
We need to find new ways of do things in order to find methods that do
not damage the planet.

David Coggon, Professor of Occupational and
Environmental Medicine
GM crops offer important potential benefits for human health. There

#dontdestroyresearch

#dontdestroyresearch

Support from policy makers
Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Caroline Spelman MP: “[The
threat to destroy Rothamsted’s research] is unfortunate as we need the science to
establish the evidence. With a science base and evidence you can have a view of the
benefits [of GM crops]”

Shadow environment secretary Mary Creagh MP: “While we support the right of
peaceful protest against GM crops, we deplore vandalism and condemn attempts to
destroy the current trial. Labour has an open mind on GM, and we support a sensible
science-led debate about the role it can play in helping increase food production.
Rothamsted pest-resistant wheat trial is publicly funded and has been approved by the
independent Advisory Committee on Releases to the Environment.”

Government Chief Scientific Adviser Professor Sir John Beddington: “In 13 years there
will be another billion people on the planet - half of those people will be living in Africa.
...GM isn't going to feed them all. It's not going to solve the problem instantly. But it's
part of the sort of developments we are going to need to use to address some of these
formidable problems....So when we have - as we do with this wheat that's being
developed in Rothamsted - something that acts as a natural pest control and has the
potential to reduce significant pesticide use and improve biodiversity then that seems
to me an admirable technology and of the sort I'd like to see developed.”

Peter Lilley, MP for Hitchin and Harpenden: “I strongly support the invaluable work
being carried out at the Rothamsted Research Institute on developing GM crops and
their very responsible approach to eliminate any risk of premature release of plants
they are developing – risks which are in any case much exaggerated. I particularly
welcome the steps scientists at Rothamsted are taking to reach out to those who
oppose planned crop trials and hope this constructive step will receive a positive
response. Genuine environmentalists should welcome the development of plants which
can resist insect damage without use of artificial pesticides.”

Support from policy makers
Government Life Sciences Adviser George Freeman MP: “We need a fresh debate
about GM that reflects the new realities of global food security, poverty and
sustainable development. Given the urgency of the need for evidence based policy and
innovation to tackle these challenges, it is vital that scientific research into the pros
and cons of GM is allowed to continue.... You can’t argue the science is not understood
and then destroy trials intended to do just that.”

Shadow Minister for Science and Innovation Chi Onwurah MP: “Wanton destruction
adds nothing to the sum of human knowledge. We need an honest, informed debate
on the benefits of GM crops and the potential threats and that won’t be achieved by
destroying this research.”

Lord Willis, Chair of Association of Medical Research Charities: “There are a
many potential questions to ask about any scientific endeavour but most can only be
answered by research. As we seek ways to feed a global population surely seeking
ways to improve our crops and their yield must be a central aim of plant scientists.
Without their endeavours, carefully monitored, with conclusions peer reviewed, we
can never hope to answer questions sought by those on both sides of the argument.
Destroying scientific research is the 21st century equivalent of burning witches - surely
we are more rational than that!”

Scientists for Labour: “Scientists for Labour give their full support to the scientists at
Rothamsted Research against Sunday's proposed action by the group Take Back the
Flour. Scientific research, which has satisfied the regulatory safeguards present in the
UK, should be allowed to be carried out without the threat of destruction from
minority interest groups.”

Letters to Take the Flour Back

Media coverage
Editorial and comment
Telegraph editorial Witless GM vandalism.
Observer editorial This experiment in food technology has to continue.
Times editorial Against the Grain: Threats to destroy GM crops amount to vandalism in the service of
superstition.
Guardian editorial GM foods: science and society
Nature editorial Misplaced protest
The Sunday Times True greens know GM is the answer. Mark Lynas
Guardian The GM debate is growing up. James Randerson
Daily Mail Vandals! No, not protesters trashing crops but the GM lobby still trying to force increasingly
discredited Frankenstein Food down our throats. Joanna Blythman
Telegraph The father of the Green Revolution would have supported the GM wheat scientists at
Rothamsted, argues Professor Malcolm Elliot
Times We mustn’t let GM vandals get away with it. Professor Colin Blakemore
Observer Hertfordshire town holds key to rich harvests, claim scientists. So why do activists target
it? Robin McKie
Independent GM crop trials are needless and reckless Joanna Blythman
Telegraph GM vandals are shutting down scientific debate. Professor John Pickett
Independent Feeding a hungry world – or meddling with laws of nature? Michael McCarthy
Observer Opponents of this crop trial are blind to the food crisis Steve Connor
New Scientist Respect the need to experiment with GM crops. Professor John Pickett
Daily Mail online Frankenfoods - the lesser of two evils? Michael Hanlon
The Sunday Times The tendrils of GM inch in by the back door Charles Clover

News
Guardian online GM debate between Take the Flour Back and Rothamsted Research
Huffington Post The 'Geeks' Fight Back: Challenges for Science and Democracy
Guardian online "HULK SMASH GM" - mixing angry Greens with bad science
Nature blog Green groups and scientists in battle amid sun, cheese and folk music.
Monday 28th May 2012
BBC online GM crop institute's website targeted
Times Threat by GM protesters to wreck crop foiled by police.
Telegraph Scientists insist GM wheat is safe as protesters vow to tear up crop.
Guardian Anti-GM protesters kept from tearing up wheat crop by police.
Daily Express Police repel anti-GM protest.
Independent Heavy police presence thwarts anti-GM protest.
Financial Times Police foil move to destroy modified wheat.
Irish Times Police stop protesters raiding GM wheat fields.
BBC online Anti-GM wheat protest halted by police.

Media coverage
News
Sunday 27th May 2012
ITV News Crop centre to proceed with project 'without further threats'
Sky News Flour Power: Protest Against GM Wheat Crop.
Observer We have a duty to put our faith in science, not trample on it.
Telegraph Lottery funding for anti-GM activist.
Guardian The GM scientists' risky strategy that won public support.
Monday 21st May 2012
Telegraph Man arrested after break-in at GM wheat trial site.
Mirror Fair crop, guv: Accused due in court over attack on GM wheat trial
Independent Intruder damages GM research site
BBC online GM wheat trial at Rothamsted vandalised.
ITV News Stately Home owner charged over GM trial break in
Sky news Man Charged Over GM Crop Trial Lab Vandalism
Nature news Rothamsted trial attacked
Huffington Post Hertfordshire GM Trial Targeted Ahead Of Planned Protest
Thursday 3rd May 2012
Today Programme, BBC Radio 4 Lord Krebs: "Contamination is a loaded word"
Wednesday 2nd May 2012
BBC London News Gia Aradottir: "We need to be able to carry out research without threat"
Channel 4 News GM scientists in open letter plea to protesters
Today programme, BBC Radio 4 GM researcher: 'Please don't destroy our crop'
Farming Today, BBC Radio 4 Leading researchers are sending an open letter to a group of anti-GM
protesters
BBC Radio 5 Live Professor Huw Jones interviewed on Rothamsted GM research and their appeal
BBC Online GM wheat scientists at Rothamsted make plea to protesters.
Nature Threats spook UK GM's crop researchers
Times Higher Education Scientists appeal to cereal killers' reason
Daily Mail GM wheat scientists plead with protesters not to destroy ‘years of work’ after they
threaten to remove crops unless experiments are halted
Guardian Anti-GM activists urged not to trash wheat field
Telegraph Scientists urge GM campaigners to call off protest
Independent Scientists send open letter to anti-GM protesters pleading with them not to destroy
'years of work'
Times Scientists urge activists not to destroy their GM crop
Financial Times Scientists appeal to green protesters
Farmers Guardian Scientists urge protestors not to trash GM trials
Stamford Mercury Scientists in plea to GM protesters
The Week GM wheat scientists ask cereal killers to spare crops
Huffington Post GM crops should be protected, scientists plead to protesters
Press Association Scientists in plea to GM protesters

